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Abstract—Attribute-based encryption (ABE) has opened up a popular research topic in cryptography over the past few years. It can be
used in various circumstances, as it provides a flexible way to conduct fine-grained data access control. Despite its great advantages in
data access control, current ABE based access control system cannot satisfy the requirement well when the system judges the access
behavior according to attribute comparison, such as “greater than x” or “less than x”, which are called comparable attributes in this
paper. In this paper, based on a set of well-designed sub-attributes representing each comparable attribute, we construct a comparable
attribute-based encryption scheme (CABE for short) to address the aforementioned problem. The novelty lies in that we provide a more
efficient construction based on the generation and management of the sub-attributes with the notion of 0-encoding and 1-encoding.
Extensive analysis shows that: Compared with the existing schemes, our scheme drastically decreases the storage, communication
and computation overheads, and thus is more efficient in dealing with the applications with comparable attributes.
Index Terms—Comparable attribute, access control, attribute-based encryption, 0-encoding and 1-encoding
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1

INTRODUCTION

A

TTRIBUTE-BASED

encryption (ABE), first proposed by
Sahai and Waters in [1], has become a popular core
cryptographic technique for access control. It has great
advantages over identity-based encryption (IBE) [2] in many
kinds of complex communication environments: Instead of
encrypting data under the intended users’ public keys in
IBE, it implements flexible management of association
between ciphertexts and users’ security keys efficiently, thus
it is suitable for many scenarios, such as cloud computing
[3], [4], [5], [6], [7], e-Health [8], [9], [10], wireless sensor networks [11] and social networks [12], [13], [14]. In ABE, both
the users’ security keys and the ciphertexts are labelled with
sets of attributes. If there are adequate attributes that are
matched between a key and a ciphertext, the key can be used
to decrypt the data correctly.
There are two different implementation methods for ABE:
key-policy attribute-based encryption (KP-ABE) [15], and
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ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE) [16].
The main difference between these two categories is the
method how to embed the access policy: In KP-ABE, access
policy is embedded within a user’s security key, and the
ciphertexts are associated with several attributes; On the contrary, in CP-ABE, the access policy is embedded within the
corresponding ciphertext, and the user’s keys are linked to
the attributes. Both of these schemes utilize a monotonous
rule: The decryption succeeds, if and only if one entity’s attributes are adequate to satisfy a certain element’s access policy.
However, in current ABE systems, attributes comparison
between security keys and ciphertexts is not flexible to face
practical applications: The comparison operation between a
user’s and a file’s attributes only includes “=”. In fact, many
traditional access control systems, such as an operation system and a database, need to judge the users’ access behaviors based on diverse relationships between a user’s and a
file’s attributes, such as “¼, < , > ”. Meanwhile, in many
novel access control systems, such as wireless sensor networks, e-Health, cloud storage platforms, etc, most access
policies probably involve the attributes in such form of comparison (we call them comparable attributes in this paper). For
instance, in wireless sensor network environment like military domains, a sensor node may collect information and
encrypt it under attributes such as geographic location,
time, etc.. These attributes are numerical information,
and will probably be used in comparison. For instance,
one ciphertext contains attributes as {Distance ¼ 750 miles,
Date ¼ July 7th, Owner ¼ ðexperts; officersÞ}. However, a
user may be assigned a key embedded with access policy
as: “(Distance < 1000 miles) AND (Date > May 1st)”. Such
numerical attributes are also usually involved in other
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communication environments such as e-Health, social networks, cloud storages, etc..
In current ABE, if the boolean function doesn’t work with
value comparison, the match will fail because “Distance =
750 miles” doesn’t equal to “Distance < 1000 miles”. A trivial way to deal with comparable attributes in current ABE is to
involve all allowed attributes to express the range. For example, “Distance < 1000 miles” can be represented as a formula
like (“Distance = 999 miles” _ “Distance = 998 miles” _ . . . _
“Distance = 0 miles”), but the overhead increases linearly
with the growth of attribute’s value space, which will become
a performance bottleneck of the system.
In [16], the authors first did preliminary attempts to
address the above problem. This scheme divided such
numerical attribute into pieces in units of bits as several
sub-attributes to solve this problem. However, the mechanism to design a numeric-comparison policy is too complex,
and the most essential problem is that the additional overhead is still relatively high.
In this paper, we propose a new scheme to enable ABE to
implement comparable attributes, called Comparable Attribute-based Encryption (CABE). In CABE, we use a unique
way to generate and manage sub-attributes for comparable
attributes, so as to make a solution for addressing the above
issue in an efficient way, in terms of both storage overhead
and computation overhead. Our solution in dealing with
sub-attributes is based on a special notion called 0-encoding
and 1-encoding [17].
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized
as follows:
1)

We propose an efficient method based on a special
concept 0-encoding and 1-encoding, so that the
attributes can be used in arbitrary comparison,
which is suitable for ABE system;
2) A lightweight and efficient CABE construction is
proposed. This construction halves the expanded
storage overhead in average compared with related
schemes, and significantly decreases the computation overhead in encryption and decryption from
Qðlog NÞ to Qð1Þ (N denotes the value space of the
attribute dimension).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents related work of attribute-based encryption and some
numeric comparison mechanism in encryption field. Section 3
depicts the core concept and some definitions in CABE. Section 4 describes CABE construction in detail. In Section 5, we
analyze our proposed scheme in terms of its security and performance. Finally, in Section 6, we conclude this paper.

2

RELATED WORK

Since attribute-based encryption [1], [18] provides cryptographic techniques a way to realize fine-grained data access
control, there have been various ABE based schemes proposed. These schemes can be categorized into two types: keypolicy attribute-based encryption (KP-ABE), such as [15], [19],
and ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption (CPABE),
such as [16], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24]. Furthermore, from the
perspective of access policy construction, these schemes can
be classified into two kinds: one is that supports arbitrary
threshold gates, such as [15], [16], [20], the other is that only
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supports AND gate, such as [23]. Schemes only supporting
AND gate show their advantages in some scenarios, such as
constant-size storage [24], [25], [26], [27], and policy hiding
[28]. However, AND gate alone cannot designate intended
users well in many cases. Thus the schemes supporting
threshold gates have been attracting much more attentions.
ABE provides fine-grained access control in many areas,
such as cloud computing, e-health, wireless sensor networks. These scenarios potentially comprise energy or storage constraint terminals. Hence, many schemes have been
proposed to improve the performance of ABE from different aspects. Encryption and decryption outsourcing [4], [29]
migrates most of the computational burden from the users
to cloud servers. The support of online/offline encryption
mechanism [10], [30] saves most of the computation overhead in encryption, because it has been pre-operated when
the energy was plenty. Lightweight policy update mechanism [31] allows data owners to dynamically update access
structures of his/her stored data with as small overhead as
possible. Such lightweight policy update can also be realized when time-domain is introduced into ABE algorithm,
such as [32], [33].
Although the performance improvement of ABE has
attracted a considerable mount of researchers’ attention, the
existing ABE schemes’ operation in matching is still inefficient. The research of [11] points out that on a low-end
device, an encryption and decryption algorithm with fewer
participated attributes and less complex policies is preferred. The cost increases linearly with the attribute number. However, the value comparison in access policy should
expand the attribute number of the structure. Thus, an inefficient mechanism may affect the feasibility of the scheme.
Bethencourt et al. [16] have proposed a relatively efficient
solution for numeric inequalities in ABE. Their scheme is as
follows: 1) A certain numeric attribute is extended to a set
of sub-attributes; Each sub-attribute represents each bit. 2)
A comparison operator (“ > ” or “ < ”) is represented as a
sub-tree, whose leaf nodes represent the sub-attributes of
diverse bits. Such sub-tree can be attached to an access
structure, replacing a leaf node. Numerous studies in dealing with numeric inequalities have used Bethencourt et al.’s
mechanism, such as [21], [34], [35]. However, there still
exists plenty of room to improve the performance efficiency
in dealing with numerical comparison. Attrapadung et al.
[36] have proposed a scheme that supports range attributes,
which can realize a great improvement for numeric comparison. Compared with our scheme presented in this paper,
Attrapadung et al.’s scheme needs to initialize a binary tree
to organize its sub-attributes for numeric attributes, which
is relatively complex, and is thus not suitable for storage/
computation constrained devices.
In reality, in the area of predicate encryption [37], many
schemes have provided numeric comparison in encryption
and decryption [38], [39], [40]. In these schemes, the numeric,
which is in the designate range may help to decrypt the content. However, the predicate encryption, which uses the
result of vector inner product to judge the access privilege, is
much less expressive than the access structures of ABE [41].
Furthermore, in Table 1, we give a comparison about
some related schemes and our proposed CABE in terms of
critical aspects on a high level.
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TABLE 1
Comparison of Related Schemes
Scheme
Goyal et al.’s [15]

KP-ABE

Support for
Comparison
No

The First to Realize CP-ABE/KP-ABE

N=A

Waters’s [20]

CP-ABE

No

LSSS for Arbitrary Thresholds

N=A

Bethencourt et al.’s [16]

CP-ABE

Not Efficient

The First to Provide
Attribute Comparison

Not Required

Boneh el al.’s [38]
Shi et al.’s [39]
Lin et al.’s [40]

Predicate Encryption

Yes

Arbitrary Range Border

Binary Tree

Attrapadung et al.’s [36]

CP-ABE and KP-ABE

Yes

Arbitrary Range Border

Binary Tree

Ours

CP-ABE and KP-ABE

Yes

Efficient Attribute Comparison

Not Required

3

Basic Algorithm

PRELIMINARIES AND DEFINITIONS

The inspiration for this work comes from Lin et al.’s scheme
in [17]. The concept of 0-encoding and 1-encoding was proposed initially to solve the Millionaires’ Problem (MP) [42].
The common issue of MP and the comparable attribute construction is that: Both of them have numerical comparison
process of two entities. However, their security assumptions
are totally different. In MP, the involved parties are
assumed to be semi-trusted, which means each user would
follow the protocol in general, while the wealth of the other
party is private, and should be protected in the procedure.
On the contrary, in access control system, users may go
against the protocol for some unauthorized data, while the
privacy is less concerned compared with data confidentiality. Because of the different security assumptions, the mechanisms of using this concept are diverse.
In this section, we will first present the definition of Lin
et al.’s 0-encoding and 1-encoding, and then depict the
model of our system, using 0-encoding and 1-encoding in a
different way with the different environment from MP. In
the end, we will propose the security definition.

3.1 Definition of 0-Encoding and 1-Encoding
Our system uses the concept of two special encodings, 0encoding and 1-encoding.
Let s ¼ sn sn1 . . . s1 2 f0; 1gn be an n-length binary string
of a value for a certain attribute dimension. The 0-encoding
of s is defined as a set Ss0 such that
Ss0 ¼ fsn sn1 . . . siþ1 1jsi ¼ 0; 1  i  ng:
The 1-encoding of s is the set Ss1 such that
Ss1 ¼ fsn sn1 . . . si jsi ¼ 1; 1  i  ng:
Intuitively, 1-encoding of s is the set of all its odd prefix
substrings, and the 0-encoding is the set of all of its modified even prefix substrings, where the least significant bit is
flipped from “0” to “1”. The size of set Ss0 equals to the number of characters “0” in string s, and meanwhile the size of
Ss1 equals to the number of “1”. Compared with the value
space of n-length binary string: N ¼ 2n , both Ss1 and Ss0 have
at most log2 N elements.
To compare two integers x and y in form of n-length
binary string, we encode x into 1-encoding Sx1 , and y into
0-encoding Sy0 . We make the judgment that x > y if and

Highlight

Auxiliary Structure

only if there’s an element in both Sx1 and Sy0 . A formula to
express this theorem is as
\
(1)
x > y () Sx1 Sy0 6¼ ? :
Lin et al. [17] have proved Eq. (1) clearly. Here we take
two 4-bit numbers x ¼ 11 (10112 ) and y ¼ 6 (01102 ) as an
example to explain it. They are encoded as Table 2.
From the result presented in Table 2, one common element
“1” exists in both Sx1 and Sy0 , so we can make a conclusion that
x > y. On the contrary, there’s no common element in Sy1
and Sx0 , which represents almost the same result that y  x.

3.2 Attribute Management
The object we deal with is such attribute that is not an exact
value, but stands as a range of continuous values, and may
be matched in comparison in ABE system, such as
“Score > 75”, “Age < 25”. For one attribute field F ,
whose value space is N and minimum value is valmin , we
can reduce the storage overhead to 1=2dlog2 Ne in average to
make this kind of attribute suit CP-ABE construction with
utilization of 0-encoding and 1-encoding. Our procedure is
implemented as follows:
For a value x 2 F , if its minimum value is not zero, compute xm ¼ x  valmin ; otherwise, such operation can be
skipped. For clarity of description, let xm ¼ x in this case.
If the length of the binary string xm is less than dlog2 Ne, use
0 to fill at high bits. Then what the program deals with is
a new dlog2 Ne-long binary string xm . We encode xm into
0-encoding Sx0m and 1-encoding Sx1m with the rule described
in Section 3.1. For a certain access structure, if the access
policy needs the corresponding attribute F to satisfy that
F > x, an attribute set Setc0 ðF ; xÞ can be designed as
n
o
Setc0 ðF ; xÞ ¼ ðF jj‘‘ > x’’jjcÞjc 2 Sx0m :
(2)
TABLE 2
0-Encoding and 1-Encoding of 11 and 6
1-encoding

0-encoding

x=10112

1
101
1011

11

y=01102

01
011

1
0111
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eðg; gÞ 6¼ 1;
To compute the pairing e is efficient.

Definition 1. Decisional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (DBDH)
assumption. Given a tuple ðga ; gb ; gc ; ZÞ, where a; b; c 2 Zp
and Z 2 G1 , for any polynomial algorithm adversary A, it is
negligible to determine whether Z ¼ eðg; gÞabc , or Z is a random element of G1 . The advantage is defined as follows:
1
jPr½Aðg; ga ; gb ; gc ; eðg; gÞabc Þ ¼ 1
2
Pr½Aðg; ga ; gb ; gc ; eðg; gÞz Þ ¼ 1j:

(5)

3.3.2 Security Model
The security model is formalized by the following security
game between an adversary A and a challenger C.
Fig. 1. Model of comparison and matching for comparable attribute.



Where, each element of this set includes three parts, and the
symbol “jj” means a concatenation of two different parts.
Each element of the set represents a sub-attribute of the
comparable attribute F > x. If the policy needs “F < x”,
we use a set Setc1 ðF ; xÞ to represent this attribute
n
o
Setc1 ðF ; xÞ ¼ ðF jj‘‘ < x’’jjcÞjc 2 Sx1m :
(3)





For a numerical attribute F ¼ x, two sets Setu0 ðF ; xÞ
and Setu1 ðF ; xÞ are generated on behalf of this attribute like
n
o
Setu0 ðF ; xÞ ¼ ðF jj‘‘ < x’’jjcÞjc 2 Sx0m ;
n
o
(4)
Setu1 ðF ; xÞ ¼ ðF jj‘‘ > x’’jjcÞjc 2 Sx1m :
To compare and match the attribute in field F , if an
access structure raises Setc1 ðF ; xÞ for comparison,
Setu0 ðF ; xÞ should be utilized to implement the procedure
of matching on behalf of a certain attribute set to be compared. Conversely, if Setc0 ðF ; xÞ is raised, Setu1 ðF ; xÞ
should be utilized. Comparison will succeed if two matching sets have a common element. A dishonest user who
uses attribute from other field different from F , or confusedly misuses Setu0 ðF ; xÞ and Setu1 ðF ; xÞ will fail in the
procedure of comparison because of the existence of the first
two parts of the element.
The procedure of comparison and matching is shown in
Fig. 1. For an access structure, the elements of encoded attribute set are managed as a policy tree with an OR gate.
While for a user with a specific attribute set, there exists no
such organization for the elements. As we can see, if and
only if there exists a common element between the two sets,
the OR gate will get a true result. This architecture can suit
the basic attribute-based encryption well, and the detailed
explanation of this model is given in Section 4.

3.3 Security Definition
3.3.1 Cryptographic Assumption
Let G0 , G1 be two multiplicative cyclic groups of a prime
order p, and g be a generator of G0 . Let e : G0  G0 ! G1 be a
bilinear pairing, satisfying the following properties:
1)

eðgx ; gy Þ ¼ eðg; gÞxy ; 8x; y 2 Zp ;




Setup. C runs Setup(1 ) to generate system
parameters.
Phase 1. A makes security key request according to
an arbitrary attribute set:


A1 ; A2 ; . . . ; Al1 ; fF1 g; fF2 g; . . . ; fFl2 g ;
where, the Ai is the normal attribute, and fFi g is a set
of elements for a comparable attribute, including
Setu0 ðF ; xÞ and Setu1 ðF ; xÞ.
Challenge. A submits two messages M0 and M1 with
equal length to C, along with an access policy T . The
access policy T cannot be satisfied by the attribute
set in Phase 1. C randomly chooses Mn ; n 2 ð0; 1Þ and
encrypts it under the access policy T . The generated
ciphertext is sent to A.
Phase 2. A repeat Phase 2 to ask for more attribute keys,
as long as the entire attribute set does not satisfy T .
Guess. A outputs a guess n0 of n. The advantage of A
is as:




Pr½n0 ¼ n  1:
(6)

2

Definition 2. Our proposed CABE is secure if all polynomialtime adversaries have at most a negligible advantage in the
above game.

4

CONSTRUCTION OF OUR PROPOSED CABE

In this section, we adopt CP-ABE [16] as the basic construction to depict the architecture of CABE, but the mechanism
also works well in KP-ABE. We will propose several specific
models of CABE, and describe four fundamental algorithms
of Setup, Encrypt, KeyGen and Decrypt in details.

4.1 Some Definitions in CABE
Before presenting the CABE, there are several definitions
given first. Extended Attribute Set represents the set of attributes we deal with in CABE, which has some differences
from original CP-ABE. Access structure T is presented to
show the basic idea on how it works to achieve fine-grained
access control using CABE.
4.1.1 Extended Attribute Set
Let S 0 be the set of attributes involved in the access structure of data. Original S 0 has both boolean elements and
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4.2.1 Setupð1 Þ ! ðMK; PKÞ
In this process, with a security requirement , an authority randomly chooses two multiplicative cyclic groups G0
and G1 with the same prime order p, satisfying the bilinear map as e : G0  G0 ! G1 . The process selects a generator g from G0 , and selects two secrets a; b 2 Zp . The
secret master key MK of the authority is ðb; ga Þ, and the
public parameter PK is published as


PK ¼ G0 ; g; h ¼ gb ; eðg; gÞa :

Fig. 2. Model of access structure with comparable attributes.

comparable ones. To deal with the latter, for example, an
involved attribute is “Score > 75”, we can replace it by
elements in Setc0 ðScore; 75Þ. We will get a new attribute set
after all comparable attributes are replaced with elements of
their 0-encodings (if the policy needs “ > ”) or 1-encodings
(if the policy needs “ < ”). We use a new symbol S 1 to represent modified attribute set of the structure.
Accordingly, S 0 represents the original attribute set without encoding for the comparable attributes. These comparable attributes can be divided into 3 categories: 1) For the
attribute that only needs inequality “ < ”, we replace it with
elements of Setu0 ðF ; xÞ; 2) For that only needs “ > ”, we
replace it with elements of Setu1 ðF ; xÞ; 3) For the one that
needs both inequalities “ < ” and “ > ”, we replace it with
elements of both Setu0 ðF ; xÞ and Setu1 ðF ; xÞ. The new attribute set is denoted as S 2 .

4.1.2 Access Structure T
We use the popular model of access strategy usually utilized in ABE, whose structure is an access policy tree,
denoted as T . Fig. 2 shows the model of our access structure, which is a little different from the access policy tree in
typical CP-ABE. Each circle represents a single node in the
tree, especially, each circle with “A” represents an attribute,
and the circle with “OR” represents an OR gate. Each triangle represents a subtree composed of some nodes: A
“Threshold Gates” is composed of a number of non-leaf
nodes, while “0-encoding subtree” and “1-encoding subtree”
are respectively composed of an only-one-layer sub-tree
with one OR gate and several leaf nodes, where each leaf
node represents an element of Setc0 ðF ; xÞ(if the operation is
“F > x”) or Setc1 ðF ; xÞ (if the operation is “F < x”).
To be noted, each non-leaf node of T actually represents
a threshold gate according to the number of its child nodes
and the threshold value of sharing strategy. For a non-leaf
node x, if its sharing is ðt; nÞ, the number of its child nodes
is n, while t represents its threshold gate. If t ¼ 1, the threshold is an OR gate, while if t ¼ n, it is an AND gate.
Compared with the traditional access policy tree without
consideration of attribute comparison, our designed tree
replaces each comparable attribute node with a one-layer
subtree depicted in Fig. 2.
4.2 Construction with Symmetric Bilinear Pairing
In our construction, we will present four basic phases: Setup,
Encrypt, Key Generation (KeyGen) and Decrypt.

This phase also generates a hash algorithm
H : ð0; 1Þ ! G0 , mapping any binary string to a random
element of G0 .

4.2.2 EncryptðM; PK; T Þ ! CT
The subject of this phase is the data owner who wants to
share a document M under the access policy T . To achieve
this goal, we can divide this process into two steps, the
object we deal with in the first step is the plaintext M, and
the object of the other is the policy structure T .
In the first step, K is a randomly selected key of a symmetric cryptography, and s is a random secret from Zp . M is
encrypted with K as: C~ ¼ EK ðMÞ, C ¼ hs , C^ ¼ K  eðg; gÞas .
In the second step, all nodes of T will be assigned a secret
number from root R to leaf nodes with the following rules:
The root R is assigned with the secret s corresponding to
C produced in the former step. For a non-leaf node x
(including R) that has been assigned a secret sx and with
the threshold value kx , the algorithm randomly generates a
polynomial qx , which holds three characters listed below:
The degree of polynomial qx must satisfy: dx ¼ kx  1.
The value of this polynomial holds that: qx ð0Þ ¼ sx .
This property makes the polynomial relative to the
secret of corresponding node x.
3) Each value qx ðiÞ with different index i is assigned to
each of x’s child nodes.
For instance, faced with a threshold gate (3, 5) and its
secret sx , the polynomial can be generated as the format
qx ¼ a2 x2 þ a1 x þ sx , where a2 2R Zp , a1 2R Zp . Such format
satisfies the above mentioned restrictions: 1) its degree is
d ¼ k  1 ¼ 2; 2) qx ð0Þ ¼ sx . Then, each of its child nodes xi
(assume i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; 5) is assigned a value qx ðiÞ according to
its unique index i.
For a leaf node x that has been assigned a secret sx , and
representing the attribute y, calculate Cy ; Cy0 as:
Cy ¼ gsx ; Cy0 ¼ HðyÞsx .
The ciphertext is
n
o
~ C;
^ C; 8y 2 S 1 : Cy ; C 0 :
CT ¼ T ; C;
y
1)
2)

Here, S 1 is the extended attribute set, defined in Section 4.1.1.
In Section 4.1.1, we also define S 2 , which will be used in the
next paragraph.

4.2.3 KeyGen(MK; S 2 ) ! SK
In this phase, the authority will determine the attribute set
S 0 for each user, and then extends the set to S 2 , modifying
the comparable attributes. Then, the authority will select
two kinds of security parameters u and r, that should be
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masked to the user. The first one is related to the identity of
user and it stands the same among all attributes in S 2 , the
second is related to the attribute, and the authority can
choose different ‘‘r’’ for different attributes. For every element y 2 S 2 (Boolean attribute or sub-attribute of a comparable attribute), we use ry to represent the different security
parameter r. Then the security key SK is generated as
aþu
b

D¼g

; 8y 2 S 2 : Dy ¼ gu  HðyÞry ; D0y ¼ gry :

4.2.4 Decrypt(CT; SK) ! M
We divide this operation into two steps like Encrypt phase.
The first step aims at getting the corresponding secret s buried in the root of T , and in the second step, the reconstructed s is used to decrypt the content of the data.
In the first mission, the process carries on dealing with
the policy tree T , and the algorithm is as follows:


For a leaf node that is matched with one attribute
from S 2 , let the corresponding attribute be y, and the
secret value be sx . The algorithm is as follows:
Fx ¼

eðCy ; Dy Þ
eðD0y ; Cy0 Þ

eðgu  HðyÞry ; gsx Þ
eðgry ; HðyÞsx Þ
¼ eðg; gÞusx :
¼



(7)

For a non-leaf node x, if no less than kx of its child
nodes have passed decryption algorithm, we denote
the set of the decrypted child node as S x then the
algorithm proceeds as follows:
Fx ¼

Y

Di;S x;z ð0Þ

Fz

z2S x

¼

Y

eðg; gÞusz Di;Sx;z ð0Þ

(8)

z2S x

¼ eðg; gÞusx :
Q
In Eq. (8), Di;S ðxÞ= j2S;j6¼i jx
ji , which is defined in
[16]; S x;z represents a set S x without the element z.
The equation will return true, because these nodes
are in the same polynomial and sx is the secret value
in this polynomial.
We can re-use the instance of threshold (3, 5) with polynomial qx ¼ a2 x2 þ a1 x þ sx for description clarification.
Consider three child nodes are satisfied with shares
qi ¼ a2 i2 þ a1 i þ sx , i ¼ 1; 2; 3. In the previous procedures,
2
the user has already gotten eðg; gÞuða2 i þa1 iþsx Þ , i ¼ 1; 2; 3.
Following Eq. 8, we can get


23 
 1 3
2
2
12
1 1
eðg; gÞuða2 1 þa1 1þsx Þ  eðg; gÞuða2 2 þa1 2þsx Þ

12
2
2 1
 eðg; gÞuða2 3 þa1 3þsx Þ
¼ eðg; gÞusx ;

which is a correct output of the threshold gate.
When the algorithm in root node R returns true, it means
we get S ¼ eðg; gÞus , which is the input parameter of the second step. In the second step, the algorithm is as follows:
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^
^ ¼ CS
K
eðC; DÞ
K  eðg; gÞas eðg; gÞus
¼
¼ K;
aþu
eðhs ; g b Þ
~
M ¼ D ^ ðCÞ:
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(9)

K

If S 2 matches the policy T , then the security key can be
used to decrypt the data and get the information. Otherwise, the user cannot decrypt it even he downloads the file
from the storage platform.

4.3 Scheme Variant Based on Asymmetric
Bilinear Pairing
Our scheme can be easily extended to a scheme based on
asymmetric bilinear pairings, which is more efficient than
the one based on symmetric pairings. In what follows, we
briefly present the extension, mainly the differences compared with the scheme presented above.
In the phase of Setup, the authority generates G1 , G2 and
GT with a prime order p, satisfying bilinear map e : G1 
G2 ! GT . Differently, g is a generator in G1 , and the hash
algorithm is defined as H : ð0; 1Þ ! G2 . We also choose G2 ’s
generator, denoted as g0 . Accordingly, we substitute ðg0 Þa for
ga as a component of MK, and substitute eðg; g0 Þa for eðg; gÞa
as a component of PK. Other parameters are outputted as
the same as before.
In the phase of Encrypt, nothing is changed. Be noted
that Cy and Cy0 are elements in G1 and G2 .
In the phase of Key Generation, D and every Dy in security
key is different: D ¼ ðg0 ÞðaþuÞ=b and Dy ¼ ðg0 Þu  HðyÞry , where
u and ry are randomly chosen in the same way as before.
In the phase of Decrypt, the user follows the same procedure as the scheme based on symmetric pairings. This
extended scheme not only preserves the correctness of the
basic scheme, but is also more efficient. Also, be noted that
the security features are preserved as well, although our
later confidentiality proof is based on the DBDH assumption on symmetric pairings.
4.4 The WSN Application Revisited
We can refer to a specific instance to show how the mechanism of 0-encoding and 1-encoding is embedded into attribute-based encryption in our scheme. We re-use the instance
of wireless sensor network given in Section 1, where
the access policy is “ðDistance < 1000Þ AND ðDate >
May 1stÞ”, and the attribute set is fDistance ¼ 750; Date ¼
July 7th; Owner ¼ ðexperts; officersÞg.
In our mechanism, the boolean attributes are not modified, such as “Owners” in this example. For comparable
attributes, we first define the range of each attribute’s value.
For “distance”, we assume that the value range is from 0 to
1,023, and we use 10-bit string to express every value. For
“date”, 9-bit string is sufficient to express 366 days, we use
one integer to represent each day. In the example proposed
in Section 1, one entity’s attributes fDistance ¼ 750 miles,
Date ¼ July 7th, Owner ¼ (experts, officers)g can be expressed
as an attribute set S 0 : fDistance ¼ 1011101110; Date ¼
010111101; experts; officersg:
After that, we modify the comparable attributes as Eq. (4)
with the encoding scheme, and expand the set as shown in
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TABLE 3
Expanded Set of Attributes
Attributes
July 7th

Expanded Attribute Set
0-encoding
1-encoding

750

0-encoding
1-encoding

Owner

date jj < xjj 1
date jj < xjj 011
date jj < xjj 01011111
date jj > xjj 01
date jj > xjj 0101
date jj > xjj 01011
date jj > xjj 010111
date jj > xjj 0101111
date jj > xjj 010111101
dist jj < xjj 11
dist jj < xjj 101111
dist jj < xjj 1011101111
dist jj > xjj 1
dist jj > xjj 101
dist jj > xjj 1011
dist jj > xjj 10111
dist jj > xjj 1011101
dist jj > xjj 10111011
dist jj > xjj 101110111
experts
officers

Table 3. The size of the attribute size is enlarged to 21 items
from 4 items.
For an access policy “(Distance < 1000) AND (Date >
May 1st)”, we first translate the two values into two binary
strings. “May 1st” is expressed as an integer “121”(Which
means the 121st day of a year.). Then we generate 1000’s
1-encoding and 121’s 0-encoding. Finally, a CABE access
policy tree is depicted as Fig. 3. In this figure, the first
OR gate and its 6 child nodes jointly represent an attribute
(Distance < 1000); And the second OR gate and its 4 child
nodes jointly represent the other attribute (Date > May 1st).
Because of the property of 0-encoding and 1-encoding,
we can find “date jj > x jj 01” in the attribute set of the
ciphertext; This item makes the first OR gate return a true
result. And the item “dist jj < x jj 11” makes the second OR
gate return true. At last, the root node returns true, meaning
the access behaviour is allowed. It means the architecture
works in a correct way.
We can also take other examples, in which the access policy will allow or ban access behaviors correctly. Therefore,
with the correct structure based on 0-encoding and 1-encoding, and the secure algorithm of attribute-based encryption,
CABE scheme provides an efficient access control mechanism, being able to deal with any numeric inequality.

5

SECURITY AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

5.1 Security Analysis
We analyze the security properties of CABE according to
the security model defined in Section 3.3.
5.1.1 Confidentiality
Theorem 1. If an adversary can break CABE in polynomial time,
then a simulator can be constructed to play the DBDH game
with a non-negligible advantage.

Fig. 3. Policy tree of CABE (The top 6 leaf nodes represent all elements,
whose binary string is “1111101000”, in 1-encoding of “1000”. The 4 bottom leaf nodes represent all elements, whose binary string is
“001111001”, in 0-encoding of “121” (represents the date of May 1st)).

Proof. Suppose there exists a polynomial-time adversary A,
who can compromise our scheme with advantage . We
build a simulator B who can play the DBDH game with
advantage 2 . The simulation procedures are as follows:
At first, the challenger C of DBDH game sets the
groups G0 and G1 with the bilinear map e and generator
g 2 G0 . C securely flips a random coin m 2 ð0; 1Þ. If m ¼ 0,
C sets a tuple ðA; B; C; ZÞ = ðga ; gb ; gc ; eðg; gÞabc Þ; otherwise
it sets ðA; B; C; ZÞ = ðga ; gb ; gc ; eðg; gÞz Þ for random
a; b; c; z. Then, C sends ðA; B; C; ZÞ to the simulator B.
Setup. The simulator B sets G0 , G1 , e, and g from C, and
randomly chooses b; a 2 Zp . For each attribute Ai
(including normal attribute and the sub-attribute of the
comparable attribute), B uses gti to formulate HðAi Þ in
this simulation. It then gives A the public parameters as



G0 ; G1 ; h ¼ gb ; eðg; gÞa ; 8Ai : gti :

Phase 1. A adaptively makes requests for security keys
corresponding to attribute set S U ¼ ðA1 ; A2 ; . . . ; Al1 ; fF1 g,
fF2 g, . . . ; fFl2 gÞ, and arbitrarily designs a challenge access
policy T such that none subset of S U satisfies T . Especially
for comparable attribute, each pair Fi and Fj (8i 6¼ j) can
be either in the same attribute dimension or in different
ones. Let S T denote the attribute set in T , and G denote
the subset of S T  S U , such that none of S T  G satisfy the
policy of T . B accepts the requests, it randomly selects r,
and ri for each element in S U . It computes the global security key D ¼ ðC  ga Þ1=b , and then computes each attribute
key as (Di ¼ C  ðgti Þri , D0i ¼ gri ) for each Ai 2 S. Then B
returns the above created security key to A.
Particularly for a comparable attribute dimension,
because of the property of 0-encoding and 1-encoding, if
the attribute value is not in the range of the policy, then
there is no common element (or the same sub-attribute)
between T and SU for this dimension. Detailed Security
analysis of the comparable attributes are proposed in
Section 5.1.3.
Before the Challenge procedure, we first define the following two procedures: PolySat and PolyUnsat.
PolySat(T x ; sx ). This procedure sets up the polynomials for the nodes of a sub-tree with satisfied root node
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x, that is S U satisfies the access policy of T x . It first sets a
polynomial qx of degree dx for x, and sets qx ð0Þ ¼ sx .
Each child node y will obtain sy ¼ qx ðindexy Þ in this procedure. Now it sets polynomials for each child node y by
calling PolySat(T y ; sy ).
PolyUnsat(T x ; gsx ). This procedure sets up the polynomials for nodes of an access tree with unsatisfied root
node, that is S U does not satisfy T x . It first defines a polynomial qx of degree dx for x, such gqx ð0Þ ¼ gsx . Because x is
an unsatisfied node, no more than dx child nodes of are
satisfied. For each satisfied node y, the procedure chooses
a random sy 2 Zp . It then fixes the remaining unsatisfied
points of qx to completely define qx . The procedure recursively defines the polynomials for the child nodes of x by
calling:
PolySat(T y ; qx ðindexy Þ), if y is a satisfied node. B
knows the value sy ¼ qx ðindexy Þ in this case.
 PolyUnsat(T y ; gqx ðindexy Þ ), if y is not a satisfied
node. In this case, only gsy ¼ gqx ðindexy Þ is known.
Notice that in both of the two procedures,
qy ð0Þ ¼ qx ðindexy Þ for each child node y of x. The procedure with satisfied and unsatisfied comparable attributes
belongs to PolySat and PolyUnsat, respectively.
When receiving the access structure T , B first runs
PolyUnsat (T ; A) to define polynomials for each node
x 2 T . Notice that for each attribute i 2 S T , we know qx
completely of the corresponding node x if i 2
= G; if x is
not satisfied, then we only have knowledge of gqx ð0Þ . In
addition, the base secret of T is a from DBDH game.
Challenge. A submits two challenge messages M0 and
M1 to B, and B flips a secure coin n 2 ð0; 1Þ. For each attribute i in S T , if i 2 G, Ci ¼ Bqi ð0Þ , Ci0 ¼ ðBti Þqi ð0Þ ; otherwise,
Ci ¼ gqi ð0Þ , Ci0 ¼ ðgti Þqi ð0Þ . B returns the following CT  to A


eðC  ga ; AÞ s
; h ¼ Ab ; fCi ; Ci0 gi2ST :
CT ¼ T ; Mn 
Z


Therefore, B is able to simulate the scheme. Furthermore,
from the perspective of A, the distribution of each component is identical to that in the original scheme.
If m ¼ 0, then Z ¼ eðg; gÞabc . We let the attribute key of
unsatisfied attribute be Di ¼ gbc  ðgti Þri , D0i ¼ grj . We
assume the lagrange interpolation for a secret s is:
s ¼ Si i  xi for some share set fxi g. Then for any sub-set
S T , that satisfiesPT , we can find xi for each attriST0
bute i 2 ST such that i2S0 xi  qxi ð0Þ ¼ a. We then have
T
reconstruction of FR as
Y x
Y  Di ; Cx xi
i
Fxi i ¼
FR ¼
0 ; C0
D
0
0
i
x
i
i2ST
i2ST
P
(10)

q
ð0Þ
xi xi
0
¼ ðeðg; gÞbc Þ i2ST
¼ eðg; gÞabc :
Therefore, CT  is a valid random encryption of Mn .
Otherwise, if m ¼ 1, the Z ¼ eðg; gÞz is only a random
element from G2 from the view of A, and such CT  contains no information about Mn .
Phase 2. Repeat Phase 1 adaptively. A cannot obtain
security key associated to any normal or comparable
attribute in G.
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Note that this phase is not exactly the same as Phase 2
in the proposed security model in Section 3.3. If A applies
for some attributes from G, the ultimate attribute set may
still do not satisfy the challenge access policy; however,
in this simulation, B cannot generate the corresponding
security key, whose form is as Di ¼ gbc  ðgti Þri , D0i ¼ gri .
Due to the above reason, the simulation has to abort.
Whereas, such abortion is not due to the security problem of CABE, and our analysis does not take such issue
into consideration.
Guess. A will submits a guess n0 of n. If n0 ¼ n, B will
output its own guess m0 ¼ 0 to indicate that the tuple of
DBDH game is a valid BDH-tuple. Otherwise it outputs
m0 ¼ 1 to indicate it was given a random 4-tuple.
We assume the distribution of m and n is independent.
In this case, where m ¼ 1 A obtains no information about
n. We have Pr½n 6¼ n0 jm ¼ 1 ¼ 12. Since m0 ¼ 1 when n 6¼ n0 ,
we have Pr½m0 ¼ mjm ¼ 1 ¼ 12.
Otherwise if m ¼ 0, CT  is a valid encryption of Mn .
The adversary A has an advantage  by definition. We
have Pr½n ¼ n0 jm ¼ 0 ¼ 12 þ . Since B will guess m0 ¼ 0
when n ¼ n0 , we have Pr½m0 ¼ mjm ¼ 0 ¼ 12 þ .
The overall advantage of B in DBDH game is
1
1 1
AdvB ¼ Pr½m0 ¼ mjm ¼ 1 þ Pr½m0 ¼ mjm ¼ 0 
2
2 2
11 1 1
1 1
þ ð þ Þ  ¼ :
(11)
¼
22 2 2
2 2
As proved above, there exists a non-negligible polynomial-time adversary 2 in DBDH game if the advantage
for the polynomial-time adversary in our scheme is . We
can conclude that our scheme is semantically secure
against chosen plaintext attack.
u
t

5.1.2 Security Against Collusion Attack
Inherited from CP-ABE, the system is secure against the collusion attack. Because when a user deals with the policy
tree T , the secret of each node is blinded by user’s unique
random number u.
Let’s consider a file M embedded with an access policy T ,
and assume that there is an unauthorized user Ui who cannot
satisfy the policy because of the lack of an attribute yA . Meanwhile, User Uj , who has attribute yA , is assumed to try to collude with Ui . We can revisit the user’s security key for Ui as
n
o
aþu
SK ¼ D ¼ g b ; 8y 2 S 2 : Dy ¼ gu  HðyÞry ; D0y ¼ gry :
Here S 2 can be divided into two sets: S a and S b , where S a is
the attribute set that is for the decryption of M, and SS
b is the
set of remaining attributes. Furthermore, assume S A fyA g
can satisfy T , while S a cannot. In Uj ’s security key, there
exists DyA ¼ guj  HðyÞryA ; D0yA ¼ gryA . As mentioned in Section 5.1.1, Dy ; D0y for y 2 S b can be easily simulated in the
security game proved in Proof 1, which means that they
cannot provide any advantages for any adversaries. On the
other hand, in Uj ’s security key, only the presented components can be useful for US
i in this collusion.
For attribute set S A fyA g and access policy T , there
exists a set of constants (denoted as lk ) that satisfy
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TABLE 4
Example: Common Element of S
Attribute

Legal Encoding

x > 11
y ¼9

Illegal Encoding
Sx0

Sy1 =f1,

1001g

X
k2S A

S

= f11g
Sy0 =f11, 101g

lk  qk ¼ s:
fyA g

S
where fqk g ðk 2 S
S A fyA gÞ are the secret values of the
attributes in S A fyA g and s is the secret value of root
node in T . Due to the lack of yA , Ui can get only
eðg; gÞui ðslyA qyA Þ with his/her own security key. With Uj ’s
DyA ; D0yA , eðg; gÞuj qyA can be generated. However, as uj 6¼ ui ,
and they are unknown to users, eðg; gÞuj qyA may traverse all
elements in G1 with different uj . Thus, it cannot get any
information from this attack. In conclusion, Ui cannot get
any help from Uj . The result is still the same when we
reverse the roles of Ui and Uj .
Thus, it is impossible to decrypt the ciphertext with
attributes owned by different users.

5.1.3 Security for Comparable Attributes
The correctness of 0-encoding and 1-encoding is proved in
Lin et al.’s work [17]. Due to the theorem of Eq. (1), if a
user’s attribute value x meets the access policy( > y or
< y), there must be a common element between Sx1m and
Sy0m , or between Sx0m and Sy1m respectively. With the access
structure proposed in Fig. 1, the match algorithm will succeed. If user’s attribute does not meet access
T 0=1 policy, two
Sym ¼ ? , meanencoded sets satisfy the relationship: Sx1=0
m
ing the match will fail according to the model in Fig. 1.
While we append two additional parts to elements of
0-encoding and 1-encoding as Eqs. (2), (3), and (4), we can
resist dishonest actions misusing encoded elements or using
other attributes. The first part of the element determines the
attribute field to prevent dishonest users from combining
attributes across different fields. The second part of the element determines the type of encoding, resisting dishonest
users getting illegal information when they misuse encodings.
Table 4 shows an example that a user with the attribute
“9”, which should be denied in the policy x > 11, but will
pass the match phrase with its 0-encoding. While in our
CABE scheme, although the original 0-encodings have a
common element, the second parts of the elements are different, resisting dishonest users getting benefits from such
attacks. Eqs. (2) and (4) shows it clearly that: Setc0 ðÞ contains
the second part “ > x”, but Setu0 ðÞ has “ < x”, which makes
the two sets different and cannot be matched to each other.
5.2 Performance Analysis
We conduct an experiment to execute the functions of data
encryption, key generation and data decryption. The running environment is a standard 64-bit Fedora release 21
Operating System with Intel (R) Core (TM) i3-4130 3.40 GHz.
The program environment is C based, which uses PBC
library 0.5.14 with type-A1 curve, and partly refers to
the software implementation in [43]. Furthermore, the

Fig. 4. Comparison of security key size.

symmetric-key encryption/decryption is realized with
OpenSSL 1.0.1k with AES256 and CFB mode, where the
symmetric key is through a hash function from G1 to 256-bit
standard key. The plaintext is a 15.0-MB compressed file
for each encryption and decryption.
All evaluations are executed for CP-ABE prototype.
Except for the value space of the attribute number, all
parameters for the access policy and user’s security key are
the same in our evaluation: 1) An access policy includes
6 boolean attributes and 1 comparable attribute, where the
user on average needs 4 boolean attributes and the comparable one to decrypt the relevant ciphertext; 2) In user’s
security key, the attribute number is a constant, with one
comparable attribute and some other boolean attributes.
We evaluate the performance in terms of storage and computation compared with three most related works: 1) A trivial but common method as presented in Section 1 (denoted
as “Basic Solution”), which simply expands the attribute on
the ciphertext side; 2) Bethencourt et al.’s mechanism [16]
(denoted as “Bethencourt et al.’s”); 3) The range attribute
scheme proposed in [36], (denoted as “Attrapadung et al.’
s”). Also, as our scheme supports diverse cases, it is classified
into two in our evaluation:
(1)
(2)

Case 1: The attribute that needs to prepare both
0-encoding and 1-encoding for the number point.
Case 2: The attribute that needs only one kind of the
encodings (0-encoding or 1-encoding).

5.2.1 Storage Overhead
Fig. 4 illustrates the size of user’s security key versus the
value space of the comparable attribute, which represents
the key storage overhead comparison of the different
schemes. On this aspect, the basic solution shows the best
performance, and other schemes perform exactly the same,
except our scheme in Case 2 (only one kind of attribute
inequality is required). This evaluation shows that, if the
comparable attribute only needs one number inequality
(“ > ” or “ < ”) in policy match, our scheme can significantly
reduce the overhead of security key storage.
The result meets the theoretical analysis, as shown in
Table 5 (the item “Security Key Extension”). In the basic
solution, as it only sacrifices the ciphertext performance, no
sub-attribute should be generated for the attribute number
point, the key size is not affected by the attribute number
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TABLE 5
Performance Analysis Result with Theoretic Derivation
Overhead(AVG)

Basic Solution

Extended Attributes in Access Policy

N=2

Extended Thresholds in Access Policy
Security Key Extension

1
1

Bethencourt et al.’s
log2 N þ

log2 NNþ1
N

ðlog2 N  1Þ=2
log2 N

Attrapadung et al.’s

Ours (Case1)

Ours (Case2)

log2 N=2

N=2
1  log2 N=N
log2 N

1  log2 N=N
log2 N
log2 N=2

The object in this table is the average expanded overhead for an attribute field with value space N (We assume that N ¼ 2n , n 2 N  ).

value size. While in other schemes, sub-attributes are generated according to the length of its binary string. Whereas, in
our scheme, 0-encoding and 1-encoding respectively aims
at one kind of number inequality, the number of the subattributes can be halved in Case 2.
To compare the ciphertext size, we first visit the access
policy of Bethencourt et al.’s scheme [16] for attribute comparison with a brief instance in Fig. 6, which represents a
number comparison “ < 11”. The left structure depicts
Bethencourt et al.’s scheme, and the right one is ours. Attrapadung et al.’s scheme outputs a similar structure with
ours. From this figure, we can intuitively find that the subpolicy for attribute comparison is far less complex in our
scheme than in Bethencourt et al.’s.
To compare these schemes generally and objectively, we
give the efficiency analysis of our scheme in detail, and
present the comparison result in Table 5.
Fig. 5 shows the comparison of ciphertext size versus
the attribute value space, which doesn’t include the
symmetric encryption result of the file. The experimental
results show the superiority of Attrapadung et al.’s
scheme and our scheme compared with other schemes.
Note that the huge size of the ciphertext produced by the
basic solution put unbearable burden on the system. Moreover, the increased ciphertext size will introduce much
higher communication overhead, since ciphertext needs to
be transferred between end entities and storage platforms.
Basically, our scheme trades using a bit more security key
storage for reducing the ciphertext size significantly,
which can be verified by the experimental results shown
in Figs. 4 and 5.
From the theoretic analysis, the difference of ciphertext
size results from the different complexities of the access policies between the compared schemes, especially the number
of leaf nodes in a policy is the most important critical factor.
Table 5 presents the comparison of extended sub-attributes

and threshold gates for the attribute comparison. Especially,
the items of our scheme is analyzed as follows.

Theorem 2. In CABE construction, for a comparable attribute
F with a value space of N, the average number of expanded leaf
nodes is 1=2dlog2 Ne, and the average number of additional OR
gates is 1  dlogN2 Ne.

Proof. A dlog2 Ne-length binary string is able to express all
values in F with the range of N. We assume N equals to
2n (n is an arbitrary integer) to make the analysis
described briefly. When one policy is F < x, construct 1encoding for x. While in an arbitrary n-length binary
string, the value “0” and “1” appear in any bit independently with the probability of 1/2. The expectation of the
occurrence of “1” in x is
EðNum1 Þ ¼

n
X

Pi ð1Þ  1 ¼

i¼1

n
:
2

(12)

In Eq. (12), Pi ð1Þ presents the probability of the case as
“1” appears in the bit i. As n ¼ log2 N, we can also
express the result in another form as: EðNum1 Þ ¼ log22 N .
According to the concept of 1-encoding, the number of
value “1” in x equals to the size of x’s 1-encoding Sx1 , and
also equals to the size of Setc1ðF ; xÞ. In a word, the number of “1” in x determines the expanded leaf nodes of the
attribute F < x. All conclusion suits the case when
F > x. To integrate the above results, the average number of leaf nodes for a comparable attribute is 1=2log2 N.
To prove the second part of the theorem, two cases are
considered respectively. When there’s only one element in
the constructed 0-encoding or 1-encoding, there’s no additional threshold gate, and the probability of this case is
P ðNumG ¼ 0Þ ¼
¼
¼

log N 

 P ð1Þ  P ð0Þlog2 N1
log2 N  12  ð12Þlog2 N1
log2 N
N :
2

1

(13)

In Eq. (13), P ð1Þ represents the probability of the
occurrence of “1” in one bit, so as to P ð0Þ. When number

Fig. 5. Comparison of ciphertext size.

Fig. 6. Comparison of policy structure “ < 11”.
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Fig. 9. Computation overhead of decryption (except Bethencourt et al.’s
scheme, all schemes in comparison show the same performance in this
term, thus denoted as other schemes).

Fig. 7. Computation overhead of SecurityKey generation.

of elements is more than one, an OR gate is necessary.
Then the expectation of involved gates is calculated as
EðNumG Þ ¼ P ðNumG ¼ 0Þ  0 þ P ðNumG ¼ 1Þ  1
¼1

log2 N
:
N

(14)

Thus, the expected number of extended leaf nodes
and that of threshold gates are derived.
u
t

5.2.2 Computation Overhead
In this section, we evaluate the computation overhead in
terms of the following procedures: key generation, encryption and decryption.
Fig. 7 illustrates the computation overhead of security
key generation. In this evaluation, apart from the value
space of the comparable attribute, all the other factors (e.g.,
security parameter, attribute number) are controlled as the
same. As Fig. 7 shows, our scheme in Case 2 is more efficient than the other schemes except the basic solution, while
our scheme in Case 1 has the same computation overhead
of security key generation with Attrapadung et al.’s scheme
and Bethencourt et al.’s scheme.
The processing time of encryption and decryption are
shown in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively. It should be noted that
the basic solution takes far longer time than our experiment
can tolerate to encrypt a file, e.g., when value space reaches
27 , the average encryption time has exceeded 2700 ms,
which is unbearable for many scenarios. Thus, Fig. 8 only
shows the comparison of the rest schemes.

Fig. 8. Computation overhead of encryption.
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Fig. 8 shows that our scheme and Attrapadung et al’s far
outperform Bethencourt et al.’s scheme, as our scheme
almost halves the number of sub-attributes for the comparable attributes, which is analyzed in Table 5.
In terms of the decryption computation, for each scheme,
we set the comparable attribute to be with the same attribute value space and diverse number ranges/points, and
conduct experiments to decrypt the encrypted file. The evaluation results are shown in Fig. 9, and one can see that the
decryption time in Bethencourt et al.’s scheme varies greatly
and it spends much longer time than other schemes, while
the decryption time in other schemes is not affected by the
value space.
Hence, Fig. 9 also depicts the average and worst-case
decryption time of Bethencourt et al.’s scheme. From the
figure, we can see that its average decryption time increases
very slowly by increasing the attribute value space, and the
gap of average performance with our scheme is not too
large. However, its worst-case decryption time increases
drastically when the attribute value space increases. This
shows that the system has to take non-ignorable computation overhead when the value space is large enough.
The evaluation of computation shows that our scheme
takes a bit more overhead for the key generation procedure,
compared with the basic scheme. In our experiment, when
the value space of the comparable attribute becomes 210 , the
basic solution takes about 198 ms to generate security key for
a user, while in our scheme, the computation overhead is 520
and 342 ms in Case 1 and Case 2, respectively. This sacrifice
is acceptable since the gap is not too large. Meanwhile, key
generation is conducted by the authority, rather than users’
device, thus, the performance will not be affected by ABE’s
application scenarios or the energy-constraint devices. Note
that with the acceptable sacrifice, the performance of encryption and decryption in our scheme improves greatly: As
mentioned above, the basic solution takes unbearable computation overhead for encryption, and it thus cannot be
applied to attribute comparison well; Bethencourt et al.’s
scheme needs higher computation overhead in encryption
and decryption than our scheme (e.g., when value space is
210 , it consumes 144 ms more time to encrypt a file on average, and 31 ms more time to decrypt the file).
Based on the performance evaluation, our scheme can
well tolerate the increasing value space of the comparable
attributes. Additionally, compared with Bethencourt et al.’s
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and Attrapadung et al.’s scheme, our scheme does not
require extra data structure to generate the sub-attributes
for number point and number inequality, which makes it
more suitable to be applied in power-constrained devices.

6

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we constructed an efficient solution to apply
comparable attributes to attribute-based encryption, namely
CABE, based on the notion of 0-encoding and 1-encoding.
Our attempt is to make attribute-based encryption available
to involve attribute comparison in access policy. Both analysis and experimental results show that compared to the best
of existing works as far as we know, our scheme achieves
attribute comparison with better performance: 1) halving
the storage overhead of the involved sub-attributes on average; 2) reducing the additional computation overhead from
Qðlog NÞ to Qð1Þ. The decreased sub-attributes economize
not only the data storage platform, but also the communication overhead, because the involved sub-attributes need to
be transported along with ciphertexts in the network. In a
nut shell, we trade using a bit more security key storage for
reducing the ciphertext size significantly.
Therefore, we believe that our research can help make
attribute-based encryption satisfy more diversified requirements in access control. Also, in CABE and other analogous
schemes, a sub-attribute update may influence quite a
number of users and ciphertexts with different attributes.
Therefore, our future work may consider to develop the
mechanisms, such as an implementation of a revocation
method in CABE, with higher efficiency and stronger
security.
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